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ABSTRACT— Today Social networks have become more popular due to its photo sharing facilities. Number of
peoples in today’s society having more interest to share their private as well as social day to day explore with friends
and family. Most of explore shared by them contains digital images, since Internet has become a part of life of these
peoples and they are interested in uploading images in it. Hence such content based exponentially large images are
closer to peoples today, so large-scale content-based face image retrieval is a growing technology for many newly
emerging applications inside the market. In this paper, automatically detected human attributes are used to enhance the
performance of content based face image retrieval and we are also having an aim to utilize automatically detected
human attributes which contain semantic cues the face photos to improve content based face retrieval by constructing
semantic cues for efficient image retrieval. Two orthogonal methods named attribute-enhanced sparse coding and
attribute embedded inverted indexing are proposed to improve the image retrieval in both offline and online stages.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The image retrieval system consists of various features such as local binary pattern, scale invariant feature
transformation such as image defining [2]. The basic process of scalable face image retrieval in system of use
Euclidean distance formula use two images of face recognition [2]. The large face recognition consists of the
techniques as the content base image retrieval of two level features use to detection of face is low level and high level
[4]. The low level features consist of elementary characteristics such as shape, color, motion [5] andhigh levels consist
of human attribute such as gender, hair style, expression etc [5].The face detection of low level demerits is variance of
expression to the face image [4].The combining of the low level and high level features content human attribute of the
result are better represent the number of images are in internet the Sharing of image facility supply by the social
networking sites categories in more applications [5].the face image retrieval
System searching and browsing form large scale of database of an image. The improving face image recognition
content two methods such as enhance sparse coding an attribute enhancing of inverted indexing then the online and
offline operation performing[5]. The low level and high level categories shown in given fig (1) and fig (2) such as
follow:
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Fig 1. Low level features
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Fig 2.High level features

The image retrieval consists of relative ranking process of sorting result to the document in a database queries. The
content base means analyzing the content of metadata of an image such as information, indexing terms the system that
sharpening and smoothing the image better indexing [5].
Student attendance system is manual in most part of the world with essential roll call and answering taking significant
time. The objective of this work is to propose a model in openCV that captures live stream from camera and enables
multiple face detection and segmentation. The segmented faces can further be used to recognize the student. As such
the system leads towards the development of automatic attendance system, where the camera can be static and
periodically can take the snap of the students. Further each image is processed to extract the faces. Accuracy is
measured in terms of number of actual face detected the number of faces present in a scene as well as detect the gender
and known or unknown person in our campus.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The related work is depend on content base image retrieval of face detection of an image content a color, texture [5].to
define the large scale of data into indexing step use such as content base image retrieval is also known as query by
image content and content base visual information in retrieval of an computer display and image detection problem of
database [4].In that paper [5] they are propose face detection and recognition of an image. It consist of two indexing of
many studies such average inverted indexing [9] and hash base indexing[10] of back of works model[11] to achieve
high performance of system the detection of an human attribute by using multiple application kyman et al are proposed
the learning of frame work of atomic detection of an attribute [6]. Then best performance of phase retrieval of an
image. The siddiqui proposed by extended the deal with multiple attribute of queries such as keyword base face image
retrieval. Scheirer et al [7] are proposed qualities of an attribute in an image network are used for face detection image
recognition. Parikh et al [12] are proposed attribute of use relatively face recognition and Scheirer et al proposed
confidence scope of different attribute of face detection [8].
The advantages of face detection system are simplicity and effectiveness. The features are superior
characteristics of face image recognitions approach by chen et al [5], in component base press coding of codeword of
face image retrieval.
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Fig 3. Face recognition using inverted indexing

The face image recognition of system consists in between
Following process:
1.

Face recognitions using sparse reparations:
The recognition system consist of atomic human face detection of various problem are
varying expression and illumination of system. In paper [3] author are define classification of algorithm are
proposed represent recognition of an image. It having consisted of effectiveness in face recognition system is new
classifications in between two importance framework issues are represented [2].
2. Sparseness of visuals words:
The visuals words are to define covering of an image. The specification consist quantizes low level also in features
to use traditional bag are words are visualizes enhancements. It is visualizing of words consist in a graphs image by
textual information in between extracted visualization textual of a graph. The system consist of scale invariance
features between transformation bags of words for features descriptors in visualizations words. It is consists of
visuals words in face recognition of much spares code is visualizes. The face recognition system consist of
propagation of visualizations of words is importance in between different to visuals words. It consists of
performance face recognition system to capture image to preserve of accuracy efficiency [2].
3. Spares coding for image classification and retrieval:
The spatial sparse code to represent the image of locality in accuracy also in system spars code method using
image of finite collection to the dictionary inside the data clustering of generalization. The image matching system
content also sparse code is obtaining spatial features. They analysis and support in vector machine are
classification of task are perform. It improves the process and classification the clarification of recall rate of system
[2].
4. Spares code with identity constraint:
The identification of an image consist in recognition system are descriptor of performance the description of
dimensionality task performance having higher intra class method in between special information in face
reorganization the proper use of given information to solve the problem of database having identity information
system consist improving to define the result of image reorganization. The identityis constraint of information in
the database. It is essay to necessity of database accessing data, information of person the identification constraint
average mean of base line between semantic features of generation [2].
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III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The existing system cant captures clear images through CCTV cameras, due to such unclear images system is make
proper attendance and also unable to identify gender of the person. The existing system maintains all work manually so
requires more time to work and with this system it is difficult to sort out the student information. The system unable to
classify the gender of person and it is more difficult to count proxy attendance of student. With this system count
umbers of people visited to campus and cannot classify them according to gender.
The image indexing attribute in current method in all attribute are equal to investigate equal to attribute an image
atConceptual level of relationship of face image recognition system to define equal investigation of the system in paper
[1].In paper [2] author are explain by supply achievement of image recognition system .survey on feature
representation of an visualization words and feature enhance and inverted bye new technique [2].In[4] author are
proposed to the system are achieve secure result as compare to the existing method offset relevant in an use many types
of algorithm achieve the better performance in this system consist of assure to retrieval similar images the image
processing operation of an image to get the given result in an image the online face reconviction contend encrypted
images for output. In [5] author are describe proposed system of coding quantization of an error are reduce the
achievement silent gain to public data set in the given method are database set of an attribute further exploit into
inverted indexing. In our system to overcome the problem image enhancement problem to overcome clarifications of
an image and attendance management using face recognition as well as detect the gender of people those visited
campus.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In proposed system we can capture images (photos) of the particular system. Check whether
students maintain attendance regularly or not as well as system classified the gender of person.
Also count number of people to campus and separates undefined person to while in classical
method of attendance more efforts and time consume which may not affordably to economy of the
organization. Available the functionality of sending the alert messages to the student in response to
attendance marked.
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Fig 6. Architecture of proposed system
The proposed system architecture is the logical model that defines the structure, behavior, and overviews of a system.
A logical model describe is simple explanations and diagrammatical representation of a system. Externally
communication, relationship between objects overall descriptions easily show via architecture. The system architecture
is art of logical implementation.
V. EXPECTED RESULTS & APPLICATIONS
 Advantages:
1. Manage an automatic attendance system.
2. Registration process of each student for attendance through admin.
3. Should have functionality of Face Detection & Face Identification.
4. Have an unambiguous interface to assist in browsing the categories and items.
5. System has functionality of sending the alert messages to the student in response to attendance marked.
6. System has functionality to the attendance reporter as regularization to manage attendance & applications
of leave requested by students.
7. The implementation of camera to detect face has reduced the manual work of data entries into the
database.
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8.

The face detection technique has reduced the time requirement to enter the data into database and hence
resulted into a time saving in the system.
SQL database server provides better data security and the database is store in consistent state.

9.

 Objective:
1. Focusing to minimize cost of implementation.
2. More accuracy in face image detection as well as in face recognition.
3. Enhancement in algorithm & its feature.
4. Attachment of guesser, PCA Algorithm and Gray Scale Algorithm
5. Graphically Intuitive
6. Multiple Face Detection and recognitions.
 Applications:
1.
2.
3.

The system can be used in organization where the data has to be stored in consisted structure.
The system can be implemented in areas where data related the attendance has to be updated and
changes save online or offline.
The system can be used in organizations, company and different type of big institutions for security
purpose.

VI. CONCLUSION
The results of codeword are generated by proposed coding schema. It reduces quantization error to achieve face
detection system to public datasets. The two orthogonal methods name of an attribute enhanced sparse coding and
inverted indexing improve the image retrieval in online and offline system consist of relative ranking of method
performance improve in face detection system. The utilization of face detection system detected human attribute is
specified improving CBIR to combine low level features, Which are automatically detected in inverted indexing having
local query image are ensuring efficient process in online and offline stage. It is scalable. In future we can remind the
presented days and absent days send through sms or email.
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